The theory of Relativity is consistent with the Lorentz transformation. Thus Pr. Lévy proposed a simple derivation of it, based on the Relativity postulates. A reply is provided: Some related results (five ones) are found and developed step by step which would invalid it. So Lorentz transformation would not be simply derived by this way. Finally an alternative demonstration of Lorentz transformation is reminded, consistent with Quantum Mechanics.
Vocabulary and Notations
a) A thought experiment "A thought experiment is a device with which one performs an intentional, structured process of intellectual deliberation in order to speculate, within a specifiable problem domain, about potential consequents (or antecedents) for a designated antecedent (or consequent)" (Yeates, 2004, p. 150) . That means it is not a true experiment with real measures coming from instruments. To sum up, a thought experiment is closer to a demonstration that to an experiment; if results are paradoxical it could come either from a mistake in the demonstration or from an erroneous hypothesis. b) Coordinate and length, moment and duration:
In this paper, we will distinguish the coordinate x from the length L, and the moment t from the duration T. Length and duration will be noted in capital letters, coordinate and moment in small letters. Relation between them is: To distinguish them, • the frame linked to the object (the mirrors) will be noted without nothing:
• the first moving frame (from the mirror in reference) and its elements will be noted with an apostrophe: (K') • the second moving frame and its elements will be noted with a double apostrophe: (K'') d) Galilean referential frames:
According to the Relativity theory and to the Newtonian mechanics too, physical laws are the same in Galilean referential frames, i.e. in rectilinear and uniform translation. We get the same result:
• either the frame (K') is moving from the mirrors, or the mirrors are moving within the motionless frame (K').
• the same, either the frame (K") is moving from the mirrors, or the mirrors are moving within the motionless frame (K"). But an apparent trajectory is not a physical law and so it can be different in two different frames.
e) Regularity and comparison between clocks: A clock is an instrument or a device used to measure time, and the results are comparable if this machine remains regular. For example, the well-known pendulum clock remains regular if we do not change neither the length of the pendulum nor the gravity of the place. If this clock is moving at a constant speed on a horizontal plan without change of gravity, there is no effect, it can be compared to a motionless one. But if this clock is moving on a vertical direction with a change of apparent gravity, its timing will change, it cannot be compared to the previous ones. In his article, the device with the mirrors is qualified of "clock", Journal of Modern Physics which suggests that the dribble of the photons is regular and comparable whatever the situation is. By symmetry in (K'):
The Arguments
Then the author adds for the perpendicular direction (K") it will reach the front mirror after a 
It is paradoxical to get in the same time an equality and an inequality of duration for the same phenomenon! c) Durations of photon paths would be the same along different inter-mirrors distances:
Now, let us demonstrate what happens in (K') and (K''), details in Appendix B.
Using rectilinear uniform translations, mirrors are studied within three different referential frames: in the first one, mirrors are motionless; in the second one, mirrors are moving in parallel to their plan; and in the third one, mirrors are moving perpendicularly to their plan. This mirrors device appears to have different light paths either this device is motionless or in motion (please check Appendix B). The same, this mirrors device appears to have a different light path either this device is moving in parallel to the mirrors or perpendicularly to them. And in (K"), we can add that one way path and its duration are not symmetric with the return path and its duration. 
Mirrors device can produce different durations in a referential frame or in another, as it is the case for the pendulum clock. Then (see Appendix B) we get If not (same clock device, and so same period and same inter-mirrors distance), we would get:
which is impossible! Then we would have to suggest that the main hypothesis in the demonstration is not valid, i.e. that the postulate to get the same celerity of the photon in (K), (K') and (K'') is not valid. (see Figure 1 ).
iii) If inter-mirrors distance were different in (K') and (K") and two-ways duration too, then duration in (K") 
and so
which would be paradoxical! It is this paradox the author use to demonstrate Equation (A6).
Consequently, his Equation (A6) is not demonstrated e) Length is not coordinate
Let us now consider that when we go from K to K', length would contract:
And when we go back from (K') to (K), length would contact too:
according to the author hypothesis. The trouble in author's demonstration comes from confusion between the length and the coordinate (check Appendix C). In fact: 
Conclusions
The derivation of Lorentz transformation is the keystone of the Relativity Theory. This derivation is not as simple as the title of Pr. Lévy's article suggests it. A thought experiment is not a true experiment with real measures; it is closer to a demonstration. If we found a single logical mistake in the reasoning, it would be enough to invalid this derivation. And we would have found five ones:
• a mixture between the two referential frames in motion,
• a mixture between the duration of the second and the third referential frame,
• using a constant light velocity, a same light path duration along a variable inter-mirrors distance, • an incorrect use of the Lorentz transformation,
• and a confusion between length and coordinate. 
Then, the total duration ABC T for light for moving from A to C is:
b) Second referential frame, motion parallel to the mirrors:
It is equivalent having the observer moving on a parallel way of the mirrors, or seen from the observer having the mirrors moving on a parallel way.
0
L′ is the distance between the two mirrors (in the frame (K')), and AB L′ is the length covered by light from A to B (see Figure A2 )
According to the second postulate of the Relativity Theory, light celerity is constant and equal in the two reference frames:
Because the motion is parallel to the mirrors, it is sure the inter-mirrors distance does not change: In this referential frame we find the same result that this in the simple derivation article.
Remark: x v can be changed to y v or to any velocity parallel to the mirrors.
c) Third referential frame, motion perpendicular to the mirrors:
It is equivalent having the observer moving on perpendicular way of the mirrors, or seen from the observer having the mirrors moving on a perpendicular way.
L′′ is the distance between the two mirrors (in the frame (K'')), and AB L′′ is the length covered by light from A to B (see Figure A3 )
According to the second postulate of the Relativity Theory, light celerity is constant and equal in the two reference frames: 
And using (B19) again:
And then Equation (C1) in (K') is:
which is coherent too.
c) The property on length:
Let us now use the property that length, not coordinate, would contract when we change of frame (cf Equation (A4)): 
